Directions: Draw two lines from each beginning through two adjectives and two endings.

Challenges can be frustrating if at first you don't succeed. The Panama Canal is vital enough for large ships to sail through.

The mesa had a steep surface. The side.

The state of Florida is humid. My family's vacation will be to the state of Nevada.

The lake was dry when you do succeed. So I walked across it. So I went for a swim. So I ate a snack.

The lake was so cool in the morning. So I went for a swim. So they use radar to fly. So they play baseball.

Tornadoes are dangerous everywhere. In the American Midwest. In the American Midwest.

Bats are blind, early to play baseball. Necessary to play baseball.

Dry is so necessary to play baseball. Blind, early to play baseball.

Dry late is so necessary to play baseball. Blind, early to play baseball.